Time-resolved magnetic sensing is of great importance from fundamental studies to applications in physical and biological sciences. Recently the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect center in diamond has been developed as a promising sensor of magnetic field under ambient conditions. However the methods to reconstruct time-resolved magnetic field with high sensitivity are not yet fully developed. Here, we propose and demonstrate a novel sensing method based on spin echo, and Haar wavelet transform. Our method is exponentially faster in reconstructing time-resolved magnetic field with comparable sensitivity over existing methods. Further, the wavelet's unique features enable our method to extract information from the whole signal with only part of the measuring sequences. We then explore this feature for a fast detection of simulated nerve impulses. These results will be useful to time-resolved magnetic sensing with quantum probes at nano-scales. Sensing of weak signals with high spatial resolution is of great importance in diverse areas ranging from fundamental physics and material science to biological sciences. NV center in diamond has recently emerged as one multifunctional sensor with high sensitivity and nano-scale spatial resolution under ambient conditions. It is applied for sensing magnetic fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , electric fields[9], temperature [10] [11] [12] and magnetic resonance imaging [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Sensing of weak signals with high spatial resolution is of great importance in diverse areas ranging from fundamental physics and material science to biological sciences. NV center in diamond has recently emerged as one multifunctional sensor with high sensitivity and nano-scale spatial resolution under ambient conditions. It is applied for sensing magnetic fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , electric fields [9] , temperature [10] [11] [12] and magnetic resonance imaging [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
For NV based magnetic sensing applications, the basic idea is measuring magnetic field, for example, via Ramsey interferometry [18] : the electron spin is first prepared in an equal superposition of eigenstates |0 and |1 and obtains a relative phase in an external field b(t). After an acquisition time T the accumulated phase T 0 γb(t)dt results in a frequency shift that is measured optically where γ is gyromagnetic ratio. This scheme is often called DC sensing scheme which could in principle extract the complete dynamics of the field required by general applications. By a successive monitoring of the resonance energy, either through increasing the acquisition period or sequential small acquisition steps, we can reconstruct the temporal magnetic field and extract its dynamics. However these reconstruction schemes are inefficient in sampling rate and also suffer from the electron spin's short coherence time (i.e., T * 2 ) which limits the measurement sensitivity. Dynamical decoupling sequences [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , acting as a controllable frequency band-pass filter, could be used to enhance the coherence time by filtering out a large part of the noise [24] [25] [26] . High sensitivity of constant oscillating magnetic fields is achieved based on this method. But the temporal field's reconstruction is not straightforward.
To deal with this problem, recently Cooper et.al designed a group of decoupling sequences associated with the Wash functions [27] . While protecting against dephasing noise, each Walsh decoupling sequence is measuring a Wash transform coefficient of temporal magnetic field on the corresponding Walsh basis. With the coefficients in different Walsh basis, an inverse Walsh transform finally reconstructs the temporal signal. For a 2 n -point temporal signal reconstruction, 2 n coefficients need to be obtained through 2 n different decoupling sequences. This implies that an O(2 n ) runs of signal are required by Walsh method, which becomes resource consuming and slow reconstruction method in high orders (large n). Meanwhile, the pulse errors induced contrast loss and artifacts in decoupling sequence containing many pulses also limit the application of Walsh method in practice. A fast and easily implementable reconstruction method is therefore more favorable for general applications.
In this letter, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel method that can reconstruct a temporal signal exponentially faster with sensitivity comparable to the Walsh method. Specifically a 2 n -point temporal signal is reconstructed with only O(n) runs of signal with this new method. In particular, our reconstruction scheme is based on the Haar wavelet and is easily implemented with the standard spin echo technique in experiment. With the spin echo technique, our scheme also achieves a significant improvement in coherence time and sensitivity over Ramsey interferometry. Moreover our methods is able to extract information from the whole signal, which leads to even further less resource requirement. By exploring this unique feature, we finally apply this method into bio-sensing area and demonstrate a fast detection of nerve impulses.
The Haar wavelet [28, 29] we are using here is the simplest form of wavelet functions [30] . Its mother function is a step function taking values 1 and -1, on [0,1/2) and [1/2,1) respectively, and 0 otherwise. Dilation and translation of this mother function define an orthonormal and complete basis {h 
other;
and h 0 ≡ 0. Any function f (x) defined over interval [0,1] with f 2 (x) integrable in the Lebesque sense could be decomposed in the Haar basis:
with coefficient
This means that with 2 n Haar coefficients a temporal field can be approximated up to the i = n-th order by:
One property of the Haar wavelet is that all the basis have the same shape (see Fig.1B ) inherited from the mother function. Such a shape perfectly matches the filter of spin echo sequence as shown in Fig.1C , in which the π pulse effectively switches the sign of the temporal field from +1 to -1. The coefficient c to be successively measured, in principle, in one run of the temporal signal. Even taking into account the fast initialization and readout in each spin echo sequence, O(n) runs of signal is enough to reconstruct a 2 n -point temporal signal. We experimentally demonstrated this reconstruction method with a single NV center doped in a bulk diamond with natural 13 C abundance. The schematics of the setup and energy spectrum is shown in Fig.1A . The negatively charged defect exhibits a ground state electronic spin triplet with about 2.87 GHz zero-field energy splitting between the m s = 0 and m s = ±1 sub-levels. A static magnetic field is applied along the NV axis to remove the energy degeneracy between the m s = +1 and m s = −1 sub-levels. We use m s = 0 and m s = −1 sub-levels as a qubit sensor in the experiment. A 532-nm green laser is used for the initialization and readout of the electron spin. Coherent control of the spin is realized through the resonant microwave pulse radiated from a copper line mounted on the diamond. The temporal magnetic field is generated via an arbitrary wave generator (RF-AWG) and radiated from the same copper line. Details of the experimental parameters is in the supplementary information (SI).
Prior to Haar sensing experiments, we need to characterize the effective RF magnetic field with spin echo experiment as references for each order. By applying an inphase sinusoidal RF field and varying the amplitude [1, 2] , the obtained phase on the electron spin generates a sinusoid modulation on its optical contrast as in Fig.2B . The fit line of the points is used as a reference for each order and more results are in SI. We first reconstruct a monochromatic sinusoid field S(t) = A sin(2πt/T +θ) by measuring its Haar coefficients up to fourth order (n = 4). Respectively we chose two quadratic waveforms with θ = 0 and π/2. The measured Haar coefficients are shown in Fig.2C and are arranged in columns with i. The reconstructed 16-point waveform by an inverse Haar transform matches well with theoretical expectations as is shown in Fig.2D . This also shows that Haar sensing method is phase sensitive unlike original AC sensing methods, as it can reconstruct quadratic signals with the same sequences.
We then reconstruct a more complicated waveform, chosen randomly from a photograph (details in SI). The signal is measured up to fifth order (n=5). By an increasing reconstruction with n from 1 to 5, the recon- structed field is shown in Fig.3 which matches well with theoretical expectation. This implies the Haar method works universally and precisely for arbitrary waveforms in a general way. Furthermore, we compare the performance with Walsh method plotted as grey dashed lines in Fig.3 for the same order of experiments, showing that Haar method is much faster than Walsh method to reconstruct the same signal. Note that, Fig.3 shows an important feature of wavelet function, that the sensing process is progressive from vague to clear as the sensing order increases, which may be quite useful in quantum imaging areas [1, 3, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In addition to a universal information extraction method, wavelet transform is widely used in modern data processing like imaging processing, data coding and pattern recognition [28, 29] . One main and unique feature is that wavelet transform could extract interesting information with only part of coefficients, which makes wavelet transform different from other information extraction methods like Fourier transform and Walsh transform. Our wavelet reconstruction method also inherits this feature which is great helpful in fast information extraction, e.g., in sensing biological signals [41] [42] [43] [44] . To show this point, we simulate a typical nerve impulses signal obtained from NEURON environment [32] . As is shown Fig.4A , the test signal is a random train of the nerve impulses. To detect the signal, we apply a part of Haar sequences that have comparable width with the impulse. Fig.4B and C show the experimental results using only one order (n=5) and two orders (n= 5 and 6) with Haar methods. The nerve impulses are clearly detected, which implies that, our reconstruction method could detect interested information faster and with even less runs of signals.
Finally we would like to discuss the sensitivity of Haar method. The amplitude resolution of the Haar method,
i , gives the smallest variation of the reconstructed field that can be measured from order n (N = 2 n ). For each spin echo sequence used in Haar method, the minimal detectable magnetic field from M measurements is δb
, where τ i = T /2 i−1 is the measuring time in i-th order experiment. A straightforward calculation would yield the amplitude resolution of Haar method, (δb N ) haar ∼ N 2 −1 3M T T2 , which provides a gain in sensitivity of T 2 /T * 2 · 3/n over sequential Ramsey interferometry methods that perform N successive amplitude measurements over the intervals of length τ = T /N ∼ T * 2 . For Walsh method the enhancement is T 2 /T * 2 , which becomes exactly the number √ N given in [27] if T 2 ∼ T . Hence, up to a N = 2 10 -point reconstruction (tenth order), the sensitivity of Haar method is comparable to the Walsh method (details in SI).
To be concluded, we perform a proof-of-principle demonstration of a novel reconstruction method for quantum sensing of temporal signal based on Haar wavelet transform. Our method is shown to reconstruct temporal signals with exponentially less runs of signals. and could be even less if only interested information are extracted. Since the demonstration is realized in single electron spin in NV center, an additional 10
6 runs of signals are required for individual measurement accumulation in current experiment. But this requirement can be easily removed by performing the same measurements with an NV ensemble which could provide over 10 11 spins in 10 −4 mm 3 volume [45, 46] . The standard spin echo technique used in our method not only makes it more robust and easily realized in practical application, but also readily applicable in other quantum sensing systems like trapped ions, semiconductors or quantum dots.
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